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ABSTRACT: Forecast the price of agricultural goods is a beneficial action for farmers, marketing agents, consumers, and policymakers.
Today, managing this product security requires price forecasting models that are both efficient and reliable for a country’s import and export. In
the last few decades, the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model has been widely used in economics time series forecasting.
Recently, many of the time series observations presented in economics have been clearly shown to be nonlinear, Machine learning (ML)
modelling, conversely, offers a potential price forecasting technique that is more flexible given the limited data available in most countries’
economies. In this research, a hybrid price forecasting model has been used, through a novel clustering technique, a new cluster selection
algorithm and a multilayer perceptron neural network (MLPNN), which had many advantages and using monthly time series of Thai rice FOB
price form November 1987 to October 2017. The empirical results of this study showed that the value of root mean square error (RMSE) equals
14.37 and the Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) equals 4.09% for the hybrid model. The evaluation results of proposed method and
comparison its performance with four benchmark models, by monthly time series of Thailand rice FOB price from November 1987 to October
2017 showed the outperform of proposed method.
Key words: price forecasting, agricultural commodity, artificial neural network (ANN), hybrid model, data cluster.

Desenvolvimento de um sistema de previsão híbrido para preços de commodities agrícolas:
estudo de caso para arroz tailandês
RESUMO: Prever o preço dos produtos agrícolas é uma ação benéfica para agricultores, agentes de marketing, consumidores e legisladores.
Hoje, o gerenciamento da segurança desse produto requer modelos de previsão de preços eficientes e confiáveis para a importação e exportação
de um país. Nas últimas décadas, o modelo Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) tem sido amplamente utilizado na previsão
de séries temporais da economia. Recentemente, muitas das observações de séries temporais apresentadas em economia têm se mostrado
claramente não lineares. A modelagem de aprendizado de máquina (ML), por outro lado, oferece uma técnica de previsão de preços potencial
que é mais flexível, apresentados os dados limitados disponíveis na maioria dos países. Nesta pesquisa, um modelo híbrido de previsão de
preços foi usado, por meio de uma nova técnica de agrupamento, um novo algoritmo de seleção de agrupamento e uma rede neural perceptron
multicamadas (MLPNN), que teve muitas vantagens, e usando séries temporais mensais de preços FOB do arroz tailandês de novembro
1987 a outubro de 2017. Os resultados empíricos deste estudo mostraram que o valor da raiz do erro quadrático médio (RMSE) é igual a
14,37 e o erro percentual absoluto médio (MAPE) é igual a 4,09% para o modelo híbrido. Os resultados da avaliação do método proposto
e a comparação de seu desempenho com quatro modelos de benchmark, por séries temporais mensais de preço FOB do arroz tailandês de
novembro de 1987 a outubro de 2017, mostram o desempenho superior do método proposto.
Palavras-chave: previsão de preço, commodity agrícola, rede neural artificial (ANN), modelo híbrido, cluster de dados.

INTRODUCTION
The history of studying the forecast of
prices and production of agricultural products in the
market is almost a century (JAYARAMU, 2015).
Economic forecasting in the agricultural sector has
had similarities with business and macroeconomic
forecasting, but over time, the focus on itself has
increased and expanded (ALLEN, 1994). Agricultural
commodity prices, as well as the price of other
Received 12.30.20

products, were on an increasing trend since 2002
(GULERCE & UNAL, 2017). In addition, in recent
years we have seen an increase in price fluctuations
in most agricultural commodities, especially strategic
commodities such as rice. This issue can have a direct
and major impact on food security, both at the micro
and macro levels of society. Price variation through
time usually caused by seasonal variation in prices,
annual price behavior, long run trends in price,
cyclical price behavior and government‘s intervention
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in market (TOMEK & ROBINSON, 2003). Hence,
this has increased risk faced by farmers, marketing
agents and consumers. Agricultural commodity price
forecasting studies allow farmers, marketing agents
and consumers to make better informed decisions and
manage different risks. This also helps in determining
the impact of new technologies, time and other
economic factors on commodity production and
prices (JAYARAMU, 2015). Since food production
and its price have a special place in food security and
satisfaction of the citizens of a nation, government
officials are considered as the main users as well
as suppliers of agricultural forecasts. They have
the task of providing technical and market support
for consumers and the agricultural sector by
implementing special policies, and to implement this,
they use various forecasts such as domestic, regional
and international (ALLEN, 1994). Agricultural
forecasting uses a variety of models and methods that
have a high level of variability and can be used in a
variety of situations.
Price forecasting models that are simpler
than others (such as: naive or distributed - lags
model) that have been relatively successful in
predicting the price of agricultural goods (HUDSON,
2007). Conversely, Deferred Future Plus Historical
Basis (DFHB) models, ARIMA models, different
multivariate time series models like VAR, VECM,
etc. and composite models generate more accurate
predictions (KASTENS et al., 1998; TOMEK &
MYERS, 1993; BURAK & SHARMA, 2012;
DAREKAR et al., 2016). Just like any other method,
these techniques also do not guarantee perfect
forecasts. Nevertheless, the model is handy and
has been successfully used for forecasting in future
(DAREKAR & REDDY, 2017). It is clear that the
statistical complexity of the model is the result of
increasing the accuracy of the model (HUDSON,
2007). As the fluctuation in agricultural commodity
prices increased, the results of simple forecasting
methods will be less reliable and accurate. Hence,
developing complex statistically forecasting
methods are inevitable. The solution for ML models
to develop complex forecasting models is to use
an alternative (GHAYEKHLOO et al., 2015a;
GHAYEKHLOO et al., 2015b). The ML theory is
based on cognitive pattern and statistical inference,
so that a model has the ability to learn to improve
its performance based on its previous experiences
(MJOLSNESS & DECOSTE, 2001). The Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs), Support Vector Machines
(SVMs), Relevance Vector Machines (RVMs) and
Hybrid models are examples of ML models. ML

models have been widely applied for financial
economics modeling and agricultural commodity
price prediction (ENKE & THAWORNWING, 2005;
CO & BOOSARAWONGSE, 2007; SHAHWAN &
ODENING, 2007; TICLAVILCA et al., 2010).
The studies that have been done in predicting
the price of agricultural goods are very different.
For example, these studies can be done in different
countries with different products and different market
structures. With these interpretations, in general, the
prominent goal of all of them has been price stability
at the desired levels, which will result in the economic
growth of countries and increase the general welfare
of consumers (WICKRAMARACHCHI et al., 2017).
One of the major and most consumed products of
Iranians is rice. Nearly 615,000 hectares of fertile
land in Iran is dedicated to rice cultivation and more
than 1.4 million tons of rice is cultivated annually
in Iran (CHIZARI et al., 2013). Unfortunately, this
production level does not meet domestic demand
and in recent years more than 1 million ton of rice
imported from different countries like Thailand,
India, and Pakistan, mainly. Historically, Iran has
been one of the rice exporters until 1940. During past
decades, rice acreages, production and import have
experienced many changes. Prior to Iran‘s Islamic
Revolution, oil income increased in early 1950s and
urbanization changed rice consumption pattern and
increase its demand, considerably. After revolution,
population growth, government extreme interference
in rice market and distribution of coupons are the
main factors that changed Iran to one of the most
important rice importers in recent years. Hence, it is
very important for Iranian policy makers to forecasts
FOB price of the main rice exporters‘ countries as
well as internal rice varieties price.
Moreover,
accurate
prediction
of
agricultural commodity prices is a major challenge
due to fluctuations and chaotic nature of this type of
time series data. The irregular nature of agricultural
commodity prices data disrupts the neural network
learning process and leads to forecasting results with
high errors.
The above facts motivated us to provide a
hybrid forecasting system for agricultural commodity
price by focus on rice. In this way, a new timeseries based K-means clustering is proposed in this
study to group the price of rice time series data into
clusters for a better characterization of its irregular
nature. Proposed data clustering approach classifies
price of rice data into separate groups of similar
patterns. The most appropriate group is selected; and
subsequently, preprocessed simultaneously by the
Ciência Rural, v.52, n.8, 2022.
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HANTS (Harmonic analysis of time series) method
and time-series analysis.
The complexity of the neural network in use
for large price of rice data sets requires a deep learning
method to provide reliable forecast results. Therefore,
the HANTS methods are used to prepare the most
appropriate training data for a better MLPNN learning.
The HANTS method filters the price of rice
data to better characterize the price of rice behavior
and provides more appropriate learning for multilayer
perceptron neural network (MLPNN) to enhance the
accuracy of the forecast results.
The results of the proposed method
and comparedits performance with four benchmark
models, showing the outperform of proposed method
using monthly time series of Thailand rice FOB price
from November 1987 to October 2017.
The next section illustrates the concepts of
proposed data clustering method as well as proposed
the hybrid forecasting technique.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The proposed data clustering method
The main purpose of clustering is to
generate smaller groups of data that share specific
patterns in a same cluster and to separate them from
data that has elements with different properties.
When dealing with rice price data, this method makes
it possible to classify the data into separate groups,
which in turn gives a deeper understanding of the
information obtained, and ultimately we will face a
more accurate forecast and closer to reality.
We used an updated and improved version
of the K-means algorithm to cluster rice data at
different dates, which helps to better describe its
irregular nature. The introduced algorithm uses a new
method to adopt the centroids of the initial cluster, the
advantage of which is to eliminate the shortcomings
in the existing K-means algorithms, one of which is
the inability to randomize the initialization.
Consider a set of data whose number is n.
The selection of the centroids of K is done as follows:
1) Store specific vectors by repeating ri in the new
'

'

'

dataset X = [(x1 , r1 ),..., (x m , rm )] ( i ≤ m ≤ n ).
2) Arrange the data vectors incrementally in the
X‘ dataset according to their Euclidean length. By
sorting the data in the initialization introduced by
this article, similar data will be placed next to each
other. Through this operation, the K-means algorithm
will be able to reach the central points of the clusters
optimally and globally in the shortest possible time.

3

The Euclidean length of each axis in a d-dimensional
space is calculated by:

V = V12 + V22 + ... + Vd2

(1)
		
3) Now split the X ' data set into several parts,
assuming the number of data is m, and the number of
data subsets is K, The maximum amount of data in it
should be P =  m / K  , corresponding to what in eq.
(2), is presented, so that any data in the X ' data set is
distributed in the X1' to X1' sub-data set.

(2)

4) We are now able to locate one of the initial
centroids, which also has K, by having k sub-data
sets. Eq. (3) is used to specify each of the initial
centroids, the numberf which is K and is extracted
from the sub-data set x.
(3)

			

			

Where
is for data that is in the l-th
subset of the sub-dataset and ri is a duplicate number
for the i-th of the data.
5) Calculate the Euclidean distance by:
(4)
					
6) To create k clusters, you must use the calculated
Euclidean distances and assign all points to the
nearest centroids.
7) By calculating the average of all the points in each
cluster, new centroids are obtained.
8) Repeat steps 5, 6 and 7 until the centroids remain
unchanged or the number of repetitions exceeds the
user-specified limit.
Figure 1 shows the flowchart of our proposed data
clustering method.
The Proposed Hybrid Forecasting Method
A novel hybrid price of rice forecasting
method is developed in this research. In figure 2 you can
Ciência Rural, v.52, n.8, 2022.
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Figure 1 - Proposed data clustering method.
Source: author’s proposed algorithm.

see the flow chart of the model introduced for forecasting.
The procedure and steps are described below:
1) Evaluate the price of rice data by allocating 80%
for training and the remaining 20% for testing. In
general, the higher number of pure training data,
lead to better training neural network and provide
better prediction results, as well as reduce the
forecasting speed to achieve the final results. For
this purpose, on a contract basis, the input data with
80% allocated for training and the remaining 20%
allocated for testing.
2) Use the elbow method [1] to estimate the number
of k clusters.
3) Use the method introduced for data clustering
to cluster the rice data price in the training field
into k clusters.

4) To prepare the first efficient input for MLPNN,
the cluster with the minimum distance and maximum
number of correlated Training-Input to the TestingInput data is elected (best cluster) as the most
appropriate input for MLPNN.
5) The Harmonic (Fourier) analysis of time series
(HANTS) method [2, 3] as well as time series analysis
is used for the rice data pricing process in the best
cluster, which results in obtaining input for MLPNN.
6) To create a learning-enhancing process, you must
use Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) data, as
well as rice crop production data that is in the best
cluster, along with other inputs that are efficient for
MLPNN.
The HANTS method identifies the
most important time series data and uses harmonic
Ciência Rural, v.52, n.8, 2022.
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Figure 2 - Harmonic (Fourier) analysis of time series.
Source: author’s introduced algorithm.

components for the least squares curves, which is one
of the main advantages of this method. The HANTS
method is based on the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) as given by.
(5)
Where , and the original, time series
data recovery and error is performed; observing time
of is displayed with .; the number of instances
in a time series data is represented by j=1, 2,…, N;
The frequency of data in a time series data is denoted
by
;
and
are coefficients specific to the
-th harmonic whose frequency is . The curve fitting
procedure is obtained by optimizing (5) using the linear
least square method. The HANTS method is useful for
the noise suppression of volatile time series data such
as rice price time series (ZHOU et al., 2012).
Time-series Analysis
Figure 3 presents the time series data
related to teting and training in the form of a matrix.

Time series data analysis is critical to the management
and collection of historical data on rice production,
and it is possible that they will later be used as inputs
in the neural networks of the forecasting process.
This structure contains training data whose
number is R and its most recent data point is W
(t). The test data input consists of R^‘ rows whose
output is forecasts. N acts as a representative of the
time window lagging for both testing and training
inputs. Each of the N points related to the testing and
training has its own corresponding output. In order to
form sequential and associated data, it is necessary
to move each set one step back. In order to establish
a proper and logical relationship between forecast
accuracy and computational value and burden, an
iterative experiment was used to determine the most
appropriate value for N. In order to accomplish this,
the accuracy of the forecast is calculated for different
values of N, and while this value is increasing, an
knee point is adopted as the length of the sliding
window. Increasing N further of the knee point does
not necessarily improve the forecast accuracy or
significance. In this paper, the number of rice data
Ciência Rural, v.52, n.8, 2022.
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Figure 3 - Input-output time series structure for the Neural Networks.
Source: author’s introduced structure.

delays is considered 4 (N = 4) and is calculated by
iterative method. In addition, the inputs used for
NN are: NWP, rice production amount and HANTS
data. To see more information about the training
parameters, see the following section:
1) Number of input: 4 (lagged Price of rice) + 1(
NWP data ) + 1(Rice yield) +1 (HANTS);
2) The number of hidden layers was 1, the number of
neurons was 4 and the number of output layers was 1
3) Tansing and purline functions were used to transfer
the hidden layer.
4) Multilayer perceptron was used for the learning
algorithm.
5) Comparison functions: mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) and root mean square error (RMSE).
6) Data distribution (train – test) = 80 % train, 20% test.
RESULTS
Evaluation of the proposed hybrid price of rice
forecasting method
In this section, we will evaluate the rice
crop price forecast by a model that is developed and
is hybrid that uses different criteria for forecasting.
To use the prediction introduced in this research and
to present a comprehensive and principled analysis,
the Thai rice FOB price data set was used. The data
used are related to the monthly analysis of rice prices
from November 1987 to October 2017. This data has

been extracted from the <www.indexmundi.com>. In
figure 4, you can also see the diagram for this data set.
80% of solar data is used for training and
20% is used for testing. To forecast the price of rice
for 1 month to a year, a multilayer perceptron (MLP)
with 3 layers is used. Tansig and purline functions are
used for hidden layers as well as output. The length of
the lagging window is equal to the number of inputs
for each MLP so that M = 6 is the number of neurons
in the hidden layer of MLPNN and outputs occupy
the network structure. Performance indicators used in
this study are: MAPE, RMSE.
(6)
(7)
Where, N is the total number of hours, P ̂(n) and P_
Actual (n) are the price of rice forecast and the actual
price of rice for hour n.
Figure 5 shows the performance of the
proposed forecasting method in time interval from Jan
2012 to Oct 2016 in the Thailand. The figure demonstrated
the efficiency of the proposed method to forecast the price
of rice. Evaluation and analysis of forecasting models that
are used as criteria, along with the forecasting model
introduced in this article, can be seen in table 1.
Ciência Rural, v.52, n.8, 2022.
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Figure 4 - Description: Rice (Thailand), 5% broken, white rice (WR), milled, indicative price.
Source: weekly surveys of export transactions, government standard, f.o.b. Bangkok.

The five methods that we will use as
benchmarks for other forecasting include the
ARIMA (Autoregressive integrated moving average)
model (HASSAN et al., 2011), an integration of
EMD and ARIMA (EMD-ARIMA) (ABADAN et
al., 2015), ANFIS (adaptive-network-based fuzzy
inference system) (FAHIMIFARD et al., 2005), and
Persistence forecasting method which considers
the data associated with the closest hours to the
forecasting time as the most important data for
predicting the variable of interest at a specific hour
(GHAYEKHLOO et al., 2019). The results indicate
the fact that the hybrid model has a higher capability
than other forecasting models.
DISCUSSION
In general, when artificial intelligence
systems are used to predict time series data, it will
bring different points of view For example, in the
WU (1995) study, they predicted the neural exchange
rate of Taiwan using a comparative study (between
the neural network and ARIMA). Results indicated
that models in both one-step-a head and six-stepa head forecasting. Similarly, ZHANG and HU
(1998) reported that neural networks outperform
linear models, especially when the forecast horizon
is short. In similar attempt, INCE and TRAFALIS
(2006) proposed a two stage forecasting model which

incurp- parametric technique such as ARIMA, Vector
Auto-Regressive (VAR), Support Vector Regression
(SVR) and ANN for exchange rate predation. Their
results showed that input selection is very important
as well as the SVR technique, outperform the ANN
for two input selection.
Due to the very sharp price fluctuations
in Iran, which is facing many challenges predictive
algorithms, this case has been raised. HAOFEI
(2007) proposed a MSOA utilized a BP algorithm
for training neural network Chinese food price
forecasting. Their results showed that the forecasting
power of the MSOA model is much higher and more
accurate than many other models such as ARIMA,
BP and MAE. In another attempt conducted by
FAHIMIFARD et al. (2004), they utilized an ANFIS,
a non-linear model and the ARIMA as linear model,
were compared to agriculture variables time series
forecasting. In a case study in Iran, in the next three
horizons (1, 2 and 4 weeks) the price of chicken
in the Iranian market was forecasted using the two
models that were introduced. Results of this study
showedthat ANFIS model, outperforms the traditional
ARIMA, in all three horizons. A study by HASSAN
et al. (2011) focused on deterministic models, to find
out the appropriate model that could best describe
the coarse rice pattern in Bangladesh. Among the
five growth models tested in this study, the cubic
Ciência Rural, v.52, n.8, 2022.
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Figure 5 - Forecast results for the proposed approach & Persistence method (GHAYEKHLOO
et al., 2019).

model may be selected for describing the pattern of
wholesale price of coarse rice with minimum forecast
error. In another research carried out by ABADAN
et al. (2015), for forecasting competition between
the empirical modem decomposition between the
empirical model decomposition (EMD) and the
classical ARIMA using the monthly Malasian Ringgit
(MYR/US$) exchange rates. This comparative study
using RMSE and MAE shown that the EMD-ARIMA
outperformed the single-ARIMA model.
From a hybrid model for forecasting
Iranian electricity prices over a one-day horizon using
specific time series data by GHAYEKHLOO et al.
(2019) was used. The method introduced had many
advantages, including: providing a new clustering
method, the method of adopting two-dimensional
embedded input, a new and advanced method that
focuses on the endurance approach to select clusters.
The results of this study revealed the fact that the
clustering algorithm that was introduced has a higher
efficiency and forecasting power than the K-means
method, neural gases and self-organizing map.
For decision making at all levels, agricultural
price information needs are increasing, due to increasing
demand for agricultural products. In response to sharp
population growth in Iran, and the sustainable level
of rice production, the government practiced a range
of policy instruments to tame the soaring domestic
rice prices. As a domestic stabilization policy, the
government has become involved in commercial rice
imports. Generally, it is argued that before embarking
on any intervention in domestic market, a better
understanding of the price formation (past and future

price) is crucial for policy markets to make informed
decisions for the betterment of producers, traders and
consumers welfare. Furthermore, the dynamic market
structure in which the demand and supply operate,
necessitate a good knowledge of a better understanding
of price discovery. Therefore, commodity modeling
may provide valuable information to assist policy
design-makers.
The innovations used in this article
are: using a hybrid system to forecast the price of
agricultural goods and using time series data, adopting
a new clustering method for agricultural commodity
price data, providing an algorithm for the selection of
new clusters and MLPNN, and the main focus was
on forecasting the price of rice crop. Moreover, a
novel far selecting the proposal clustering method, as
input to the neural network, is also proposed. Using
the proposed data clustering and cluster selection
methods in this paper, led to provide the most proper
input to the neural network with greater attention
to the most important data as well as discarding
noise data, and this leads to reach a more accurate
prediction results according to the evaluation results
provided in table 1.
Based on the calculated error indexes
including RMSE and MARE values as compared to
four other benchmark models, as detected in table 1,
the hybrid technique has provided better performance
The findings showed that the nonlinearity of time
series data plays a decisive role in providing a
reliable guide in the post sampling of forecasts and
its accuracy Considering that the nature of rice data
is basically irregular and chaotic, and this irregularity
Ciência Rural, v.52, n.8, 2022.
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Table 1 - A summary of the forecast results for several benchmark forecasting methodologies includes ARIMA (HASSAN et al., 2011),
EMD-ARIMA (ABADAN et al., 2015), ANFIS (FAHIMIFARD et al., 2005) and Persistence method (GHAYEKHLOO et al.,
2019) and Proposed method.
Models
Proposed Method
ARIMA
EMD-ARIMA
ANFIS
Persistence
Proposed Method
ARIMA
EMD-ARIMA
ANFIS
Persistence

Forecast Horizon
Yearly
Yearly
Yearly
Yearly
Yearly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

-------------------------Performance Measures--------------------MAPE (%)
RMSE*
4.09
14.37
32.56
59.47
23.11
34.31
14.58
22.96
49.63
67.02
2.51
06.17
10.37
43.08
7.59
20.9
5.84
11.75
16.74
54.33

Note: Location of Data used: Rice (Thailand), 5% broken, white rice (WR), milled, indicative price based on weekly surveys of export
transactions, government standard, F.O.B. Bangkok.
*
U.S. dollar /metric ton.
Source: different sources as indicated in the references.

disrupts the neural network process, which ultimately
leads to many errors in the forecasting process.
Given such challenges, it seems necessary
to use unique data points (discarded data) and irregular
patterns to describe the personal characteristics of the
collected data. It is also very important to discover
the new features that affect these challenges. In the
future, we try to propose a novel deep learning model
for addressing the above mentioned challenges.
The use of proposed model as a consistent function
estimator and two overfitting detection diminishes
the overfitting issue when including history spike in
the training data set to forecast price spikes data.
CONCLUSION
In this study, the performance of
the clustering algorithm was introduced and a
hybrid model was used to forecast and evaluate
the monthly FOB Thai rice price time series
data from November 1987 to October 2017. The
results of this study demonstrated the enhanced
efficiency of our proposed model as compared to
four other benchmark methods namely ARIMA,
EMD-ARIMA, ANFIS and persistence models.
According to the results that you observed in
this study, the introduced hybrid model exceeded
expectations and provided more favorable and
better results than all the models available in

the field of price forecasting. Also, the level of
accuracy and predictability of this model was
higher than other models.
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